Amendment No. 0001 to BAA 07-020
“Distributed Systems Processing BAA”

1. The purpose of Amendment 0001 is to add information regarding the Distributed Systems Processing BAA Industry Day and to post questions and answers regarding the BAA. Accordingly, paragraph 2, entitled “ONR Presentation” under section IV, entitled “APPLICATION AND SUBMISSION INFORMATION,” is revised to read as follows:

“2. ONR Presentation

In early April, ONR technical staff will make an unclassified oral presentation on the Distributed Systems Processing project. This presentation will last approximately one hour, and all organizations qualified to respond to this BAA may attend. Organizations should indicate a desire to attend by contacting the Technical Point of Contact for this BAA. The following is the information regarding the ONR presentation/industry day:

“Distributed Systems Processing BAA Industry Day
Date: 2 April 2007
Time: 1300 - 1600
Place:
Office of Naval Research
875 N. Randolph Street
Room 1044
Arlington, VA 22203

Representatives interested in attending the DSP BAA Industry Day must indicate their desire to attend via email Dr. John Tague, ONR Code 321US, by 1700 EDT on Wednesday, March 28, 2007, to allow proper visitor arrangements to be made. Dr. Tague's email address is John_Tague@onr.navy.mil.”

2. The following are questions and answers regarding the BAA:

1) Is this Broad Agency Announcement a follow-on to a previous BAA or other requirement? If so, can you provide the BAA number, or incumbent contract # / contractor name?

This BAA is not a follow-on to a previous BAA.

2) Where will the place of performance be? (Contractor’s facility?)

Places of performance: Most of the work will be conducted at the contractor's facilities; however, some tasks may require travel to other government or contractor facilities.